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abstract

In 1944 most concentration camp prisoners were not interned in the main camps but in 
subcamps. These subcamps were erected near important armament production sites, where 
the work power of the prisoners was needed. The conditions in these subcamps were some-
times even more terrible than in the main camps. In historiography, the phrase ‘extermination 
through work’ is often used in order to describe the subcamps. However, newer studies show 
that conditions differed enormously between camps. For this reason it is necessary to compare 
the conditions in the different subcamps systematically. My article discusses the reasons for 
the differences that have been put forward so far. Afterwards I show that an exploration of the 
subcamps of Neuengamme leads to somewhat different results, and I argue that, therefore, 
the phrase ‘extermination through work’ should be used more cautiously. 
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500 foreign female concentration camp prisoners, political and criminal. 
Barracks camp, 11 guards, 17,000 m barbed wire, 380 Volts, tripwire … The 
German foremen should be replaced by prisoners because the inmate overseers 
take a tougher line. Work performance is highly satisfactory. Productivity is 
higher than with the same number of German workers because work hours 
are longer and absenteeism is lower.1 

Hamburg, summer 1944. The armaments industry in the northern German port city 
had just recovered from the devastating air raids of ‘Operation Gomorrha’ in July 
and August 1943 and was gearing up to boost its production of military hardware one 
last time for the German war machine and the Endkampf (‘final struggle’). In order to 
achieve the targeted increase in production, the Germans planned to use thousands 
of concentration camp prisoners, whose transfer from Auschwitz to Hamburg had 
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already been agreed by the city’s business and trade organizations. This prompted 
Rudolf Blohm and leading employees at his shipyards2 to consult with the production 
managers of the Dräger-Werke3 on their experience with forced labour using concen-
tration camp prisoners. The managers of the Dräger-Werke had positive things to 
say about the work performance of the inmates. Aside from the ostensibly reassuring 
comment that ‘the conditions sound harsher than they actually are’, a tour of the 
plant revealed that the industrialists, and the SS organization which had dispatched 
the prisoners to the plant, had no pity for the concentration camp forced labourers 
and that it was a matter of life and death for the detainees. The fence surrounding 
the camp had a lethal level of voltage (380 Volts). All means available were used to 
prevent escapes; the only alternatives for the prisoners were to work or die.

Whether these prisoners actually even had this choice – or whether it was in fact 
a case of work and die – is one of the key questions raised by historians researching 
concentration camp subcamps. Following a major turning point in the war during 
the winter of 1941/42, these subcamps were built near vital wartime projects to make 
concentration camp prisoners available as workers for German industry. By spring 
1944 at the latest, a vast network of subcamps extended across the entire Reich terri-
tory. Documenting the history of the subcamps is thus essential to our understanding 
of the final phase of the concentration camp system, which was created by the Nazi 
Party (NSDAP) in 1933 to detain political opponents. This system was expanded on 
a massive scale as the Germans stepped up their efforts to combat ‘inner enemies’ 
and detained large numbers of people in the areas occupied by the Wehrmacht. At the 
same time, due to the lack of workers in Germany, the concentration camp system 
gained increasing importance as a labour reserve.

Up until late 1942, there existed only around 80 subcamps. Just one year later, in 
late 1943, the SS had set up 186 subcamps throughout the entire area controlled by 
the Germans.4 However, it was not until supplies of civilian forced labourers from 
the occupied territories began to dwindle that forced labour using concentration 
camp prisoners gained sweeping importance for wartime efforts to complete large 
projects. In the spring of 1944, due to the retreat of the Wehrmacht from a number 
of occupied territories, the General Plenipotentiary for the Employment of Labour 
had to admit that only a small fraction of the number of forced labourers originally 
anticipated could be supplied. From the spring of 1944, this led to a rapid increase 
in the number of subcamps built. In June 1944, there existed 341 camps; by January 
1945, the number had grown to at least 662 subcamps – despite the considerably 
reduced amount of territory under German control. The rising number of subcamps 
was accompanied by a sharp increase in the number of inmates. Although the 
Concentration Camp Division of the Economics and Administrative Department of 
the SS (Amt D, WVHA) registered 110,000 prisoners in late summer 1942,5 by the 
summer of 1944, this number had grown to 524,826 detainees6 and in January 1945, 
the camp population had reached 714,211 prisoners, of which 202,674 were female.7 
Following a brief registration in a main concentration camp,8 the majority of these 
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new arrivals were immediately transported to one of the many subcamps. As of late 
1944, most of the prisoners – that is, at least 60 per cent, and closer to 80 per cent 
within the Reich territory – were detained in subcamps, which were under the control 
of main camps.

Although a number of individual studies of subcamps have been conducted, 
a general systematic analysis of these results still remains to be done. This would 
be extremely important because the conditions in the individual subcamps varied 
considerably. For example, in the large subcamps that were set up to build anti-tank 
ditches on the German North Sea coast, approximately a third of the prisoners died 
within the first three months. By contrast, there was only one inmate fatality among 
the nearby prisoner detachment that built gyroscopic compasses for V2 rockets in 
Lütjenburg-Hohwacht. A systematic study of these differences would be essential 
because it would form the basis for answering wide-ranging questions, such as the 
connection between economics and politics in Nazi Germany.

Based on an examination of the special features of the Neuengamme (near 
Hamburg) concentration camp’s subcamp system, which extended across northern 
Germany, the following article will endeavour to enhance current knowledge in this 
area. First, however, we will begin with a short presentation of the research results 
that have emerged to date because the main issues dealt with in this article derive 
from these findings. While the various developmental phases of the main camps have 
been well researched, there still has been no systematic examination of the subcamp 
system, which rapidly expanded from 1942 onwards. Consequently, as researchers 
such as Karin Orth, Michael Zimmermann and Ulrich Herbert have rightly pointed 
out, the development of a typology of the subcamps represents one of the main desid-
erata of forced labour research.9

In the former West Germany and the GDR, research on subcamps developed even 
later than studies of concentration camps, which were also neglected for many years. 
Up until the early 1980s in West Germany, the only organizations that dealt with the 
issue of subcamps groups were groups of former concentration camp prisoners, the 
Central Agency of the State Judicial Administration for the Investigation of National 
Socialist Crimes, the offices of German government compensation programmes, and 
the International Tracing Service of the International Committee of the Red Cross 
in Bad Arolsen, Germany. These organizations published their findings, which for 
most subcamps consisted of no more than five to 10 lines of basic information.10 At the 
time they were written, these were the only published findings on the vast majority 
of subcamps. To this day, these reports, which are often unreliable, remain the only 
source of information available on many of the smaller subcamps. This situation will 
improve over the coming years when the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum 
finishes compiling its encyclopaedia and the Centre for Anti-Semitic Research in 
Berlin publishes its own encyclopaedia.11 The first two academic works to focus on 
the subcamp system as a main subject of research were the dissertations by Christa 
Naumann and Hans Brenner in East Germany.12 These two ‘pioneering studies’ still 
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remain relevant today because they provide the first in-depth discussion of the impor-
tance of the subcamp system to the German armaments industry. Nevertheless, one 
facility looks very much like another in their work, despite the fact that there are 
significant differences between the individual subcamps.

After years marked by widespread indifference, it was not until the early 1980s 
that West Germany appeared to take notice of the phenomenon of forced labour.13 
Now, after 20 years, this interest in the subcamps has not waned and there currently 
exist an almost endless number of studies on individual subcamps. For instance, 
there are publications on more than half of the 87 subcamps of the Neuengamme 
concentration camp, and these works meet high academic standards.14 The enormous 
scope of these individual studies stands in contrast to the comparatively minor efforts 
that researchers have made to subject these results to a systematic analysis. Over the 
years, however, this has been recognized as an area that requires attention and the 
situation should improve soon with the completion of a number of dissertations that 
are currently in progress.15

Austrian historians Bertrand Perz and Florian Freund have conducted the most 
fruitful studies that endeavour to compare the conditions in different subcamps. They 
examined the subcamps of the Mauthausen concentration camp and substantiated a 
theory, which had been proposed earlier, but not yet adequately corroborated, namely 
that the type of work that prisoners were dispatched to perform played a key role in 
their chances of survival.16 Research into the issue of the involvement and motiva-
tion of private companies in exploiting concentration camp prisoners was primarily 
fuelled by a debate in the mid-1980s over the role of Mercedes-Benz. In order to channel 
earlier criticism of the carmaker’s forced labour policies under the Third Reich, the 
company commissioned a number of historians to conduct a study that sought to 
prove that the Nazis had coerced the firm into such practices.17 In response, a group 
of historians and members of the Mercedes-Benz works council compiled a counter 
study that achieved a new level of analytical excellence in researching how corpora-
tions exploited concentration camp prisoners.18 Under pressure from the public, the 
firm saw no alternative but to initiate a critical study with free access to its archives. 
This study was published in 1994 and remains today one of the most important publi-
cations on the topic of forced labour and industry.19

Thereafter, Mark Spoerer, one of the authors of the study, produced some of the 
most readable publications on the question of the willingness of industry to exploit 
the concentration camp labour force. In particular, he was able to prove that most 
industrial firms had requested of their own free will that concentration camp pris-
oners be dispatched to work in their factories. Spoerer showed that many requests 
did not come in response to pressure from either the government or the military, and 
that the companies in question hoped to reap benefits from the forced labour of these 
prisoners.20 Nevertheless, the use of prisoners in comparison to the use of civilian 
forced labourers apparently did not produce significantly higher profits, as has often 
been assumed.21 If further research confirms this theory, then it will be necessary to 
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investigate the additional reasons that prompted entrepreneurs to request concentra-
tion camp prisoners. Analyses of the research conducted to date in this area have 
emphasized that it was often no longer possible to recruit other workers and that 
dispatches of concentration camp prisoners were the only way for companies to 
accept new orders and remain in business. It has also been shown that while the firms 
did not make particularly high profits using concentration camp prisoners, there is no 
doubt that they expected to post at least average returns.22

Another key question, which pervades virtually all research into subcamps, is how 
to weigh up the use of central dichotomies. Was there a primacy of racism or a primacy 
of economics? This is closely linked to the issue of whether there was a programme of 
‘annihilation through labour’ as such,23 and whether this served as a guideline for all 
forced labour by concentration camp prisoners. In the 1960s and 1970s, debate focused 
on the primacy of politics vs. the primacy of economics to evaluate the entire Nazi 
period. Later, starting in the 1980s, more integrative studies helped increasingly to put 
this debate to rest, in part because the primacy debate tended to erase differences of 
interest and portray institutions and organizations as monolithic structures.24 Then, 
in the 1980s and 1990s, the question of politics vs. economics became a major focus 
of debate among researchers of forced labour and subcamps. Karl Heinz Roth25 and, 
to a lesser extent, Rainer Fröbe emerged as proponents of the primacy of economics, 
although they took considerably more nuanced positions than those advanced by East 
German historians in the 1960s. Ulrich Herbert and Hermann Kaienburg were the 
main researchers to counter these arguments during the early 1990s. Herbert wrote an 
essay in which he insisted that a primacy of racism was the driving force for the SS until 
1945, and in his study on the main camp in Neuengamme, Kaienburg concluded that 
‘extermination through labour’ was the guiding principle of the SS until the end of the 
war.26 Wolfgang Sofsky advanced this position even more explicitly in his description 
of an archetypical concentration camp.27 It was not until recently that other research, 
primarily the work of Jens-Christian Wagner, finally shook this widely prevailing 
position and led to renewed reflection over a possible connection between the two 
extremes. In his study of the Mittelbau-Dora concentration camp and its subcamps, 
Wagner was able to show that the concept of an organized and intentional programme 
(starting in 1942) of ‘extermination through labour’ is misleading and that ‘extermina-
tion’ and ‘labour’ were often inextricably intertwined.28

Another important question is whether concentration camps were for the most 
part self-contained entities or institutions that had extensive connections to German 
society. In her book The Origins of Totalitarianism, Hannah Arendt described concen-
tration camps as ‘laboratories’. More recently, other authors, including Wolfgang 
Sofsky and Zygmunt Bauman, have adopted this metaphor and given it a prominent 
place in their writings. Like the term ‘death factories’, 29 this metaphor evokes a wide 
range of associations, some which are helpful, others misleading. The concept of a 
concentration camp as a self-contained entity – an idea closely linked to the notion 
of a laboratory – has proven to be one of the main barriers to research. It sweeps 
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aside the many connections between concentration camps and German society, often 
causing historians to lose sight of events that the general population actively sought 
to cover up or deny in the years that followed the Second World War.

In order to determine the knowledge and involvement of the population in the 
mass extermination, research to date has focused primarily on the main concentra-
tion camps.30 However, since the subcamps were occasionally located within cities 
– making the concentration camp prisoners more visible than they were in the main 
camps and, consequently, rendering conditions in the subcamps more apparent to 
the general public31 – it would appear that an examination of the subcamps should 
enhance our understanding of this chapter in history. Indeed, a number of articles 
have been published in recent years that reveal the many links between the general 
population and the subcamps.32

The present article sets out to examine three key issues in recent research, based 
on the subcamp system of the Neuengamme concentration camp. First, in order to 
provide some context, it is necessary to provide an overview of the establishment of 
the subcamp system in general and the development of the subcamp system of the 
Neuengamme concentration camp in particular. This is followed by an examination 
of Florian Freund’s theory, which postulates that the type of work performed was a 
crucial factor in the mortality rate of the subcamps, as exemplified by a comparison of 
two construction labour subcamps, Bremen-Farge and Fallersleben-Laagberg. Based 
on the results of this comparison and additional examples, the following section deals 
with the question of whether there was a primacy of racism behind the treatment 
of prisoners in the subcamps. Finally, the article suggests some additional areas for 
future research.

I. The Subcamp System

The course of the Second World War led to the establishment of a network of subcamps 
whose primary purpose was to supply prison labour for the German armaments 
industry. The end of the German offensive near Moscow and the Russian counterof-
fensive launched in late December 1941 marked the ultimate failure of the military 
plans of attack that Germany had pursued up until that stage of the war. Instead 
of releasing a number of divisions from the army to work on the labour market, as 
had been planned, the Wehrmacht focused on ‘reforming and replenishing powerful 
offensive units’ as its primary objective.33 Calling up additional German workers 
for active duty in the Wehrmacht led to even more severe shortages on the domestic 
labour market. This added another element to Germany’s wartime equation. In addi-
tion to the ability to control the production of military hardware and the distribution 
of the required raw materials, access to dwindling labour reserves became an addi-
tional important factor in the internal power structure of the Third Reich.34

Until the end of 1941, concentration camp prisoners were only occasionally and 
unsystematically dispatched outside SS production plants and construction sites. 
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Construction of the Bunawerk plant for I.G. Farben in Auschwitz became in many 
ways a model for the later use of prisoner forced labour in industry. From the spring 
of 1941, approximately 1000 prisoners from the concentration camp, located seven 
kilometres away, had to work at the plant every day and then march back to the 
barracks. The initiative for their use came from the company – in close cooperation 
with Reichsmarschall Hermann Göring – and not from the SS. At this early stage, the 
prisoners were exclusively used by I.G. Farben as construction site labourers. No one 
had thought of using prisoner forced labour for production purposes. What’s more, 
the pilot project ran into teething problems and the number of prisoners used declined 
during 1941 to roughly 100 individuals.35

It was not until 1942 that the use of prisoner forced labour gradually became 
more widespread in German industry. According to Jan-Erik Schulte, even as late 
as January and February 1942, the SS still had, to a large extent, no guiding princi-
ples in response to the rising number of requests received from companies and the 
Wehrmacht for using prisoners as labourers. During this period, the SS was primarily 
preoccupied with its own settlement projects in areas that remained to be conquered 
to the east – projects for which SS leader Heinrich Himmler and the Economics and 
Administrative Department of the SS planned to use prisoner forced labour on a large 
scale.36 It was not until Albert Speer was named Minister of Armaments in February 
1942 and Thüringen Gauleiter Fritz Sauckel was promoted to General Plenipotentiary 
for the Employment of Labour in March 1942 that the SS was in danger of being 
relieved of its command over the prisoners. This led to a meeting in mid-March 1942 
between the head of the SS-WVHA, Oswald Pohl, and leading members of Albert 
Speer’s staff to negotiate the use of concentration camp prisoners for forced labour in 
the armaments industry. At this point in time, the SS still enjoyed a relatively strong 
position in the negotiations and there was very little resistance to its demands that the 
prisoners should remain in the main camps as much as possible and that the compa-
nies would have to build production plants near the internment facilities. Top SS 
officials hoped that over the coming months this approach would allow them to gain 
direct control over the production of military hardware in the concentration camps. 
They wanted the companies to assist only with the construction and installation of 
the production facilities. However, very few firms were willing to accept these condi-
tions. At the same time, the SS also agreed to the establishment of subcamps where 
prisoners would be housed near existing plants and the SS would have no say in the 
production process.37

The next decisive development came roughly half a year later. Acting under pres-
sure from the armaments industry and the Wehrmacht, Speer called on Hitler to limit 
the influence of the SS and expressed his opposition to plans calling for the SS to 
assume control of all armaments production. Hitler concurred with Speer’s views to a 
great extent and, from September 1942, the influence of the SS was limited to deciding 
whether prisoners were assigned to companies, in which case the SS focused prima-
rily on security issues connected with the camps and work sites.38
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The process of dispatching concentration camp prisoners to the armaments 
industry remained largely unchanged from September 1942 to the summer of 
1944. Companies, the Armaments Ministry and the Wehrmacht would apply to 
the SS for the transfer of prisoners, and the SS would usually only object if there 
were evident security concerns. From the summer of 1944, however, the Armaments 
Ministry increasingly superseded the official authority of the SS in this area. The 
‘Geilenbergstab’,39 which was established on 30 May 1944, had the power to request 
prisoners over any objections raised by the SS. Finally, in October 1944, Speer’s 
Armaments Ministry received full decision-making authority in this area.40 From 
then on, companies had to submit their requests directly to the Armaments Ministry 
and the SS was only able to demand certain security measures. It is important to 
underscore this development because it belies the false impression, often conveyed in 
the past, that the Nazi Party and the SS wielded absolute power, and the Wehrmacht 
and industry could do nothing to oppose them. 41

Neuengamme concentration camp had 87 subcamps, making it a medium-sized 
forced labour camp complex intended to help drive the German war economy. 
The camp was created on the basis of a cooperation agreement between the SS 
and the Inspector General of Construction in Berlin, Albert Speer. In 1938, the SS 
agreed with Speer to use prison camp labour to manufacture the bricks and stones 
required for Speer’s planned building projects. To this end, two men with the rank 
of Sturmbannführer in the SS, Arthur Ahrens and Dr Walter Salpeter, founded the 
Deutsche Erd- und Steinwerke (DESt) on 29 April 1938.42 In late August 1938, the 
DESt purchased an old brickworks in the Hamburg district of Neuengamme and 
thus laid the foundation for the creation of a new concentration camp for the region 
of north-western Germany, a project that had been in the planning for three years. 
Hamburg Gauleiter Karl Kaufmann was presumably behind the initiative to estab-
lish the camp. Kaufmann’s goal here was to meet the longstanding demands of the 
Hamburg police authorities for a concentration camp.43 At the same time, Kaufmann 
worked closely with Speer on ambitious construction plans for Hamburg. Hence, 
the planning for the Neuengamme concentration camp fulfilled two objectives at the 
same time. First, at the outset of Germany’s military campaign, the concentration 
camp was to serve as an internment facility to detain all individuals suspected of 
opposing the war. Second, the plans called for using prison labour to make Hamburg 
the leading port of the ‘Greater Europe’ that the Nazis intended to conquer.44 The first 
100 prisoners from the Sachsenhausen concentration camp arrived in Neuengamme 
in December 1938. At first, the camp served as a subcamp of the Sachsenhausen 
concentration camp and was not declared an independent main camp until Himmler 
visited Hamburg in 1940.45

The Neuengamme concentration camp played an important role in early attempts 
to use prison labour for the armaments industry. During initial negotiations on the 
subject in the spring of 1942, Walther Schieber, a high-ranking official in the Ministry 
of Arms and Munitions, proposed that a subcamp be built near the Francke-Werke 
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plant in Bremen.46 However, after this option had to be dropped, the first Neuengamme 
subcamp was built at the Phrix-Werke plant in Wittenberge. The company had applied 
for concentration camp prisoners primarily because the construction of a yeast factory 
was not considered of military importance. Consequently, it was unlikely that the 
Employment Office would dispatch other forced labourers. After long negotiations, 
the SS agreed to provide the prisoners because Himmler hoped that yeast would prove 
to be an important food supplement for the Waffen-SS. When the camp in Wittenberge 
was built in August 1942, it was one of the first subcamps built for a private company. 
The facility established in October 1942 at the Reichswerke Hermann Göring in 
Salzgitter-Drütte was also one of the first subcamps in Nazi Germany.

Thereafter, work to expand the Neuengamme subcamp network came to a virtual 
standstill. In 1943, only two new facilities were erected; one was built at the instigation 
of the German navy in Hanover-Stöcken to guarantee the production of submarine 
batteries, the other for the construction of the ‘Valentin’ submarine pens in Bremen-
Farge, the most important new building project of the German navy.

It was not until early 1944 – when it became clear that the Germans could no longer 
mobilize large numbers of new foreign civil forced labourers – that they turned to 
concentration camp prisoners as the last available labour reserve. Subsequently, a 
large network of subcamps rapidly spread across northern Germany. The number 
of camps rose exponentially, from four at the beginning of the year to roughly 70 by 
the end of the year. Most of the new subcamps were established in the second half of 
1944; in the first quarter, there were four new camps, in the second eleven, and 24 new 
facilities in both the third and fourth quarters. In the last year of the war, yet another 
nine new subcamps were built. In other words, three-quarters of the Neuengamme 
subcamps only came into existence in the last 12 months before the Nazis capitulated.

A comparative analysis of the 87 subcamps reveals the following types of facilities. 
There were approximately 30 production camps where the majority of the prisoners 
were involved in the industrial production of military hardware and other goods. There 
were also roughly 20 construction camps where the majority of detainees were put to 
work building production plants, residential housing and bunkers. In addition, there 
were six subcamps where prisoners were forced to do excavation work (digging anti-
tank trenches for the ‘Friesenwall’). This work was similar to the labour performed 
in the construction camps. Separate mention should also be made of seven subcamps 
where most prisoners were dispatched to work underground, although the labour 
was a mixture of construction and production work. At roughly 20 camps, inmates 
primarily had to remove bombs and rubble. Ten of the Neuengamme subcamps fall 
under the category of ‘small camps’, with fewer than 100 prisoners, and 25 of the 87 
subcamps were internment facilities for women.

A total of some 100,400 prisoners were detained from 1938 to 1945 at the 
Neuengamme concentration camp, some for shorter, others for longer periods of deten-
tion. In all probability, more than two-thirds of these inmates spent at least part of their 
detention in a subcamp. Of the 86,600 male prisoners, the largest group came from the 
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Soviet Union (21,000, not including the Baltic States), Poland (13,000), France (11,000), 
Germany (8800) and the Netherlands (6600). This prison population included an esti-
mated 3000 to 4000 Jewish male detainees who were all incarcerated in the subcamps 
and not in the main camps.47 The female prisoners at the Neuengamme concentration 
camp – with the exception of a small number of women who were forced to work as 
prostitutes in brothels – were only kept in the subcamps, and not in the main camp. 
Out of 13,700 women, 9700 were imprisoned because of their Jewish origins along 
with 3800 ‘political’ prisoners. The vast majority of women in both groups came from 
Eastern Europe.48 Approximately half of the 100,400 prisoners in the Neuengamme 
concentration camp died by the end of the war. Approximately 42,900 prisoners in 
Neuengamme and its subcamps died in the camps and during the death marches. 
Other inmates died following transfers to other concentration camps.49

II. A Comparison of Two Construction Subcamps

Based on a comparison of two subcamps, the following section will examine what 
factors were of vital importance to the prisoners’ chances of survival. A particularly 
important factor influencing the prisoners’ living conditions was the type of forced 
labour performed. For his study of the subcamps of the Mauthausen concentration 
camp, Austrian historian Florian Freund differentiated between two main types 
of forced labour: construction work and production work. He concluded that the 
mortality rate in the construction camps was roughly 30 per cent while it was only 
five percent in the production subcamps.50 By comparing two construction camps, 
this section focuses on additional factors that played a key role in the survival of the 
inmates. The two camps under examination here are the subcamps at Bremen-Farge 
and Fallersleben-Laagberg (Wolfsburg). Although both facilities were construction 
camps, the mortality rate at Wolfsburg was significantly lower. According to the by 
no means complete death records compiled at the main camp in Neuengamme, five 
prisoners died at the Laagberg camp between June and December 1944, while 105 
died in Farge during the same period.51 Even taking into account the fact that the 
prison population in Farge was two and a half times as large (2000–2200 compared 
to 700–800 detainees), this remains an enormous difference. In the first quarter of 
1945, with significantly reduced food rations at both camps, there were 23 deaths 
in Laagberg and 165 in Farge.52 Hence, if we multiply the death toll in Laagberg by 
three, Farge had a mortality rate that was seven times as high in 1944, and still three 
times as high in the first quarter of 1945. This clearly shows that the type of work – in 
this case heavy construction work with no protection from the elements – was not the 
only factor that influenced the prisoners’ chances of survival. It also begs the question 
of how this difference can be explained.

The facility at Bremen-Farge was established as the fourth Neuengamme subcamp. 
From mid-1944, it was one of the largest camps of the network and was the largest 
construction subcamp under Neuengamme.53 The prisoners were dispatched here to 
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work on the most important prestige project of the German navy. In Farge they set 
out to build a 426-metre long and 97-metre wide bombproof high-tech factory where, 
under massive walls of concrete, submarines were to be produced using assembly 
line techniques. The project went under the code name ‘Valentin’. The main reason 
the navy intended to build bunker-like submarine production plants was that the 
Allies were increasingly gaining control over the country’s airspace, which led to 
more accurate air strikes on the German shipbuilding industry. Since the colossal 
construction project required an enormous amount of labour, the navy applied to the 
Employment Office for forced labourers and requested concentration camp prisoners 
from the SS.

The Laagberg camp near Fallersleben – Laagberg is today a district of Wolfsburg 
– was built in May 1944. Its construction had been agreed shortly beforehand, presum-
ably following negotiations between Volkswagen and the SS.54 The concentration 
camp prisoners were given the task of building a large camp where forced labourers 
would live and produce the Fi 103 flying bomb for VW, more commonly known as the 
V1. However, shortly after the arrival of the prisoner detail, this work mission became 
pointless because VW, following talks with the Reich Air Ministry had decided to 
transfer the V1 production underground. Consequently, the production originally 
planned for Fallersleben was relocated to a cave near Thiercelet in Lorraine and to 
Schönebeck near Magdeburg. During the move, forced labourers from Fallersleben 
were also dispatched to other locations. Nonetheless, despite the fact that the construc-
tion of the new camp had become superfluous, the inmates had to continue to work on 
the project for nearly a year. There was a certain amount of external pressure to the 
extent that VW had to furnish labour progress reports. However, even when the work 
became extremely bogged down, no complaints were lodged because the transfer of 
production had in effect rendered the project meaningless.55

In contrast to the construction of the camp at Laagberg, building the enormous 
bunker for the ‘Valentin’ submarine pens remained a top priority project right up 
until the final days of the war. As late as February 1945, Armaments Minister Speer 
wrote to his subordinates: ‘We must do everything in our power to speed up the 
nearly completed “Valentin” and “Hornisse” submarine plants’.56 At the same time, 
Admiral of the Fleet Karl Dönitz personally reported to Hitler on the progress of the 
construction.57 Due to the enormous pressure by high-ranking German officials, the 
construction of the submarine pens was proceeding according to plan, while construc-
tion work on the camp in Laagberg was significantly behind schedule. Therefore, it 
is fair to assume that the work pace demanded of the detainees in Farge must have 
been considerably higher than in Laagberg. This is most likely an initial and major 
reason for the high mortality rate in Farge. Nevertheless, it is necessary to investigate 
whether there were additional factors that played an important role here. 

With regard to nationalities, the make-up of the prison populations were in many 
ways comparable, but more people were imprisoned in Farge. A transport with 800 
prisoners from the Neuengamme concentration camp arrived in Laagberg in May 
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1944. The inmates in this transport constituted the prison population and there 
were no additional transfers of prisoners to Laagberg until the camp was closed. 
The French were the largest group among the detainees with 350 men. This was 
followed by roughly 150 Dutch inmates, 150 Russians and Poles, and approximately 
100 Spaniards. However, the top positions in the prisoner hierarchy were given to 
18 German inmates. The remaining kapo58 positions were presumably assigned to 
French, Dutch and Polish prisoners.59

In Farge the prison population grew constantly. During the winter of 1943 the 
SS held 500 prisoners there, the majority of whom came from Poland or the Soviet 
Union. By August 1944, the number of detainees had risen to some 2000 and French 
prisoners now formed the largest group. From this point in time onwards, the French, 
Poles and Soviets were the main groups of prisoners. Thereafter, until the death 
marches, there were just small transports of prisoners, which only slightly altered 
the make-up of the prison population. At both locations, the French inmates were 
the most represented nationality and their accounts constitute the most important 
sources for analysing the conditions in the camps.60 In Farge and in Laagberg, the 
status of the various national groups was closely linked to the assigning of func-
tionary positions among the prisoners. In both camps, there were bitter rivalries 
between the French and the Polish inmates. While in Laagberg members of both 
groups were able to obtain important positions, the French in Farge were barred from 
acquiring such posts.61 This created more opportunities to carry out acts of violence 
against French prisoners and significantly reduced the opportunities for Frenchmen 
to be dispatched on lighter work details or acquire extra food rations. This is partly 
due to the fact that the key positions had already been assigned to German and Polish 
and, to a lesser degree, Soviet prisoners by the time French inmates had arrived at 
the Farge subcamp. By contrast, all these groups arrived at roughly the same time in 
Laagberg. This is extremely important because in addition to being the largest group 
of prisoners in both camps, the French were also the group with the largest number of 
fatalities. One reason for the high fatality rate among the French detainees was that 
many of them belonged to the middle and upper classes and were not accustomed 
to the hard physical labour and the hunger, whereas most of the Polish and Soviet 
prisoners were farmers and industrial workers.62 

Basic living conditions in both camps were poor. In both cases, by the summer 
of 1944, food rations were no longer sufficient for hardworking labourers.63 In the 
spring of 1945, provisions dropped to a level that, over the long term, would not even 
support people doing light work. The clothing was also relatively poor. Detainees at 
both camps had to work outside in shirtsleeves and thin jackets during the winter of 
1944/45. The last winter of the war was bitterly cold with temperatures in northern 
Germany that fell to minus 20 degrees Celsius.

There were, however, differences in housing. With regard to sleeping quarters, 
the prisoners at Laagberg were relatively fortunate, at least compared to the inmates 
in Farge. They were housed by the SS in four above-ground brick barracks that 
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had been recently built and were thus well protected against the elements. In every 
barrack, there was a stove that was seldom lit, but at least served to keep the sleeping 
quarters from chilling completely. What’s more, each inmate had his own bed.64 By 
contrast, in Farge the prisoners were initially all housed in a huge underground tank 
that was originally built by the navy to store oil. To make matters worse, the camp 
was often overfilled.65

There were, however, many similarities in the way the camps were guarded. Both 
camps had particularly violent SS officers in the beginning who commanded a small 
number of experienced SS men from the main camp in Neuengamme. In both cases, 
command headquarters withdrew the SS men in the summer of 1944 and replaced 
them with older Wehrmacht soldiers – and in both cases, the older Wehrmacht soldiers 
are described by the prisoners as less hostile than the previous SS guards. Since the 
troops were primarily there to guard the camp from the outside and keep an eye on 
the inmates while marching or working, this change in military personnel brought 
only minor advantages for the inmates, as witnessed by the fact that the mortality 
rates reached new heights in the winter of 1944/45. There are reports of a few isolated 
instances of bartering between soldiers and inmates in Farge.66 While in Laagberg 
virtually all acts of violence were committed by camp leader SS-Hauptscharführer 
Johannes Pump and his deputy, SS-Unterscharführer Callesen,67 testimonies by 
inmates in Farge reveal far more acts of brutality carried out by the camp elder 
(Lagerältester) of the political prisoners and the kapos.68 This appears to be connected 
with the size of the camp. Due to the enormity and complexity of the camp and the 
construction site, the SS appears to have given more power to the prisoner function-
aries in Farge than in Laagberg. In Laagberg, however, prisoner officials appear to 
have used their limited power only rarely for the benefit of their fellow prisoners. 
Although there was less violence by prisoner functionaries in Laagberg, the system 
served the ends of the SS to a great extent in both camps. Nevertheless, it is important 
not to make rash sweeping generalizations because prisoner functionaries in other 
Neuengamme subcamps made thoroughly positive efforts that brought advantages 
to large segments of the prisoner population.69

During the summer, labourers generally worked 12 hours a day, with an hour’s 
break. In Laagberg the wintertime working hours were reduced to 10 hours a day, 
including a break, whereas there was no reduction in Farge. To make matters worse, 
labourers alternated between day and night shifts, exposing the inmates to the extra 
burden of shift rotations. In Farge and Laagberg, Sunday was generally a work-free 
day, which was primarily used to clean the camp. In both cases, however, there were 
often special demands that required a proportion of the inmates to work outside the 
camp even on a Sunday.

At both camps the construction companies on location were directly responsible 
for assigning prisoners to specific tasks. The firms appointed German foremen to 
supervise and instruct the prisoners, whereas the kapos were responsible for driving 
and beating the inmates. Accounts of the behaviour of the German foremen, master 
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craftsmen and workers are few and far between, but they paint a diverse picture that 
ranges from humane treatment and small favours to outright hatred and beatings.

There were significant differences in the work-related conditions at both sites. 
In Laagberg, most inmates were assigned to building a camp, where they worked 
separately from other groups and were only together with fellow prisoners and their 
guards. By contrast, in Farge the inmates worked on one of the largest construction 
sites in the Third Reich. Approximately 10,000 people toiled there every day, and 
aside from the prisoners, the workforce consisted primarily of forced labourers and 
prisoners of war who were often willing to help the inmates. Due to the sheer size of 
the construction site, the SS was not able to prevent the prisoners from coming into 
contact with forced labourers, although they repeatedly issued threats in an effort 
to keep the groups apart. Hence, the prisoners in Farge had an advantage over the 
inmates in the Laagberg camp. Using their contacts to the forced labourers, they 
could acquire additional food, clothing and even send and receive letters. On the 
whole, however, the contacts were so minimal that they only brought temporary 
improvements for a small number of prisoners.

To sum up, the following factors can be identified as responsible for the higher 
mortality rate in Farge. First, the greater pressure exerted by those in charge to 
complete the building project was in large part responsible for the murderous condi-
tions at the site. While the working hours in Laagberg were reduced in winter, site 
managers in Farge were granted permission by the SS to maintain long shifts. Labour 
crews worked round the clock to complete the bunker right up until the very last 
minute. Second, it appears that the size of the camp played a major role. The author’s 
previous research indicates that the mortality rate was proportional to the size of the 
camp, in other words, the larger the camp, the higher its mortality rate. Nonetheless, 
since there were also larger subcamps with comparatively lower mortality rates and 
medium-sized subcamps with higher death rates in the Mittelbau-Dora system, we 
should not make rash generalizations.70 Third, it is important to note that the large 
group of French prisoners in Farge was unable to acquire functionary positions that 
would have given the group the possibility to acquire more food for weaker inmates.

In conclusion, the type of forced labour performed remains an important factor 
for assessing the survival chances of prisoners in subcamps, but it does not have 
the key role that it plays in the analyses of Florian Freund. The type of forced labour 
alone is only one important aspect. As shown here, the pace and urgency of the work 
and the size of the camp were also contributing factors. The following section will 
examine the role that SS ideology played in the survival chances of different groups 
of prisoners.
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III. A Primacy of Racism?

A key and controversial issue among historians concerns the extent to which the ideo-
logical notions of the SS were also decisive in the treatment and survival chances of 
prisoners in the last phase of the concentration camp system.

In 1998, Michael Zimmermann advanced the theory that there was little change 
during the war in the differentiated treatment of various groups of inmates according 
to nationality and category of incarceration.71 However, according to the author’s 
own research into the Neuengamme subcamp, it appears necessary to make differen-
tiations. In the Farge subcamp, the French and Greek prisoners found themselves at 
the bottom of the hierarchy while the Polish and Soviet inmates received preferential 
treatment. For instance, it was almost exclusively Greek and French detainees who 
were dispatched on Sunday work shifts. The mortality rate in the camp was by far the 
highest among the French prisoners.

What reasons can be identified for this departure from the racially motivated hier-
archy of the SS with regard to different groups of prisoners? In Farge the composition 
of the first prisoner transport was extremely important. Despite subsequent changes 
in the nationality make-up of the prisoner population caused by additional trans-
ports, inmate accounts give virtually no indication of any changes of personnel in 
important functionary positions. The political prisoner Erich Meissner, for example, 
maintained his position as camp elder throughout the history of the Farge subcamp. 
When the French and the Greeks arrived in Farge, all the functionary positions had 
already been assigned. As far as we know, no French or Greek prisoners were subse-
quently able to acquire such a position. Another reason for the high mortality rate 
of the French was presumably the older average age and the social make-up of the 
group, which only had a small proportion of tradesmen and was generally character-
ized by white collar workers. There is little doubt that the higher mortality rate – even 
in comparison to the Soviet inmates – among the French prisoners was not due to the 
racist motivations of the SS.72 Rather, the SS simply saw no reason to take what they 
perceived as a well functioning system and reorganize it based on racist criteria.

Initial findings for other Neuengamme subcamps show that the racist classifi-
cation of concentration camp prisoners was not the main criterion for the inmates’ 
chances of survival. For example, female prisoners in the Neuengamme subcamps, 
roughly two-thirds of whom were of Jewish origin, had significantly better chances 
of survival than male Dutch or Belgian detainees. This was the case despite the fact 
that Belgian and Dutch prisoners had a relatively high position in the classification 
system of the SS, while Jewish inmates occupied the lowest level in the system.73 

This difference is reflected in the mortality rates of different subcamps, based 
primarily on the report of the SS camp physician for the first quarter of 1945 (see 
Table 1).74 Following an analysis of these data, we will address the question of why 
the mortality rates so clearly diverge from the racist classification system of the SS.
[Table 1 near here]
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During the first three months of 1945, there were 95 fatalities among a female pris-
oner population of 11,768 in the Neuengamme subcamps, which at the time included 
at least 8000 prisoners of Jewish origin. If, for the sake of statistical comparison, we 
were to assume that all fatalities were Jewish, this results in a 1.2 per cent fatality rate 
among the female Jewish inmates in the subcamps. During the same three-month 
period, 6129 (15.2%) inmates died out of 40,393 male prisoners, with 3089 of these 
fatalities in the main camp. In addition to the catastrophic conditions in the main 
camp, this high mortality rate in Neuengamme can be attributed to the fact that, 
right up until the beginning of the death marches, the main camp remained the end 
of the line (Sterbelager) for most subcamp prisoners who did not have long to live 
and were transferred there after being worked to total exhaustion.75 Consequently, 
the mortality rate calculated for the subcamps was in reality higher because many 
of the fatalities in the main camp resulted from the conditions in the subcamps. An 
examination of the mortality rate of male prisoners at the three largest urban loca-
tions for subcamps reveals the following fatalities. In Hamburg, 944 (16.1%) of 
5850 prisoners, in Bremen, 515 (9.2%) of 5601 and in Hanover 455 (12.5%) of 3644 
inmates.76 Hence, the mortality rate among male prisoners in the first three months of 
1945 was 8 to 14 times higher than among female Jewish inmates in the Neuengamme 
subcamps.

One possible explanation for this difference could be that there were a large 
number of Jewish prisoners among the deceased male inmates. However, this is only 
the case in Bremen. At least 600 and perhaps as many as 1000 Jewish prisoners were 
sent to subcamps in Bremen and the mortality rate was particularly high among this 
group.77 By contrast, in Hamburg fewer than 500 and in Hanover no more than 630 
male Jewish inmates were imprisoned in the subcamps. Particularly in Hamburg, 
only a relatively small proportion of the large numbers of fatalities were Jewish 
victims. Another possible explanation is that the camps dispatched women to less 
strenuous work details. This is true to a certain extent; there were in fact proportion-
ally more female production work crews. Nevertheless, the women crews that were 
dispatched to work on construction sites had a significantly lower mortality rate than 
comparable crews of men.

Table 1 The mortality rates of prisoners in the Neuengamme concentration camp and its sub-
camps in the first quarter of 1945

	 Total	 Deceased	 Mortality	rate	(%)

Female prisoners in the subcamps  11,768 95  0.8
Male prisoners (total) 40,393 6129 15.2
Male prisoners in main camp 12,000 (approx.) 3089 26 (approx.)
Male prisoners in subcamps 28,000 (approx.) 3040 11 (approx.)
Subcamps in Hamburg (men) 5850 944 16.1
Subcamps in Bremen (men) 5601 515  9.2
Subcamps in Hanover (men) 3644 455 12.5
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In order to explain the difference in the mortality rates, it is thus expedient to 
compare subcamps with similar forms of forced labour. On 20 June 1944, 1500 Jewish 
women from the Auschwitz concentration camp arrived in the Hamburg-Veddel 
(Dessauer Ufer) subcamp. The SS assigned the women to do physically exhausting 
clearing work, for the most part outdoors, with no shelter from the elements. After 
just under three months, the labour dispatch was divided into three groups of 500 
women and transferred to the subcamps of Hamburg-Poppenbüttel (later referred to 
here as Sasel), Hamburg-Neugraben (later renamed Hamburg-Tiefstack) and Wedel 
(later renamed Hamburg-Eidelstedt). In all three camps, the women continued to 
perform primarily heavy construction work out in the open.78 Since the report of the 
SS camp physician specifies the camp population at the end of March 1945, and there 
were no exchanges of prisoners in these camps, the mortality rate can be determined 
with a high degree of accuracy. In Sasel, 497 women were still alive, in Tiefsack 492 
and in Eidelstedt 469.79 All in all, from mid-June 1944 to late March 1945, there were 
42 fatalities among the 1500 Jewish female prisoners (mortality rate: 2.9%).

This situation can be compared with two Hamburg subcamps in which male pris-
oners were also forced to do construction work outdoors. The Hamburg-Fuhlsbüttel 
subcamp existed from 25 October 1944 to 15 February 1945.80 There, in October 1944, 
14 prisoners died out of a population of 1500, and in November 1944, 50 inmates died. 
The following national groups suffered the most fatalities: 14 Belgians, 13 Poles, 9 
Dutch, 7 Danes, 6 Russians and 6 French.81 Sixty-four prisoners (4.3%) died in five 
weeks. There exist no death lists with names for the following months, but the data-
base of the Neuengamme Concentration Camp Memorial documents 276 deaths 
(18.6%) from 25 October 1944 to 15 February 1945.82

The Hamburg-Spaldingstrasse camp existed from mid-November 1944 to mid-
April 1945. Over 2000 male prisoners (and as many as 2500 towards the end of 
the war) were imprisoned here and compelled to do heavy construction work.83 In 
November 154 prisoners died, in December there were 364 fatalities, including 132 
Poles, 122 Dutch, 78 French, 68 Belgians, 42 Latvians, 38 Russians and 12 Danes. 
Thus, 518 prisoners died (25.9%) within six weeks.84 If we take into account solely 
the Northern and Western Europeans, who enjoyed a relatively high position in the 
racist hierarchy of the SS, there were 280 fatalities among prisoners from this region 
in six weeks. This means that in six weeks alone there were roughly seven times 
as many fatalities among male prisoners from Northern and Western Europe in the 
Hamburg-Spaldingstrasse subcamp as among female Jewish prisoners in the above-
mentioned subcamps in Hamburg during a period of 10 months. What makes this 
particularly astounding is that the women had to perform comparably heavy labour 
while exposed to the wind and the rain and were just as poorly fed and clothed.

There must be other reasons for this finding, which clearly belies the logical 
assumption that the SS gave Jewish prisoners the poorest treatment and, accord-
ingly, these prisoners must have always had the highest mortality rate. One possible 
explanation would be that the Germans selected Jewish women in Auschwitz and, 
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as a rule, sent only women between the ages of 18 and 40 to work in subcamps.85 By 
contrast, there were older age groups among the male inmates, who may have died 
more quickly from the malnourishment and the heavy labour. A glance at the death 
records partially confirms this theory: In Hamburg-Fuhlsbüttel, 18 of the 64 deceased 
(28.1%) were born before 1900.86 This would furnish one explanation for the higher 
mortality rate among the men, but even after we deduct the number of dead over the 
age of 40, the mortality rate among the men remains dramatically higher, and so there 
must be additional reasons.

A comparison of the testimonies given by former female and male prisoners in 
the Hamburg subcamps reveals further key reasons for the higher mortality rate 
among men. Such descriptions show without a doubt that the level of violence in the 
women’s subcamps in Hamburg was considerably lower than in the subcamps for 
men. This was confirmed at British trials of former officials at the women’s subcamps 
of Hamburg-Sasel and Hamburg-Neugraben/Tiefstack. Court transcripts from 
these proceedings during the spring and summer of 1946 reveal in graphic detail 
the violence perpetrated by male and female overseers against female inmates. In 
the majority of cases, prisoners were slapped in the face, with considerably fewer 
incidents of inmates being whipped or struck with a fist.87 On the other hand, male 
prisoners in the two Hamburg subcamps were continuously subjected to extreme 
levels of physical violence. Men were beaten to death, severely whipped, battered 
with wooden poles and slats, and had their teeth knocked out.88 In addition, there 
was an important psychological aspect to the physical abuse in the camps. Slapping 
a prisoner in the face, for instance, may have seemed a relatively unspectacular form 
of punishment on the surface, yet many women saw it as a massive infringement of 
their personal rights. A slap in the face also served as a poignant reminder that the 
level of violence could be worse the next time around.89 It is important to keep in mind 
that at this time in German history it was a not uncommon behaviour for men to slap 
women as a form of punishment.

For many male prisoners, however, camp violence threatened their very survival. 
Corporal punishment could significantly weaken their physical constitution and 
accelerate their demise, leading over the short or the long term to death. During the 
judicial proceedings concerning the women’s subcamps, only one incident surfaced in 
which an inmate died in connection with corporal punishment. By contrast, the testi-
mony of the male prisoners contained considerably more accounts of death directly 
resulting from corporal punishment.

This highly brutal treatment was meted out by both guards and prisoner func-
tionaries. In the Hamburg subcamps for men as well as the subcamps for women 
that were studied, the majority of guards were not members of the SS, but rather 
Wehrmacht soldiers, police and customs officials. We can say that the actions of these 
guards were not guided by the SS hierarchy, which placed female Jewish inmates at 
the bottom of the scale, but rather by the older notion that it might perhaps be accept-
able to slap a woman across the face, but not brutally beat her.90 The nationality of the 
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male prisoners also appears to have played only a minor role in their treatment. The 
main objective here seems to have been to create an atmosphere of endless terror that 
would quash all resistance and break the prisoners.

It is also very apparent that the male prisoner functionaries were far more willing 
to resort to violence than their female counterparts in the women’s subcamps. One 
possible explanation for this could have been that the female prisoners were more 
successful at condemning violence against fellow inmates and managed to build a 
sense of solidarity among themselves. In any case, acts of violence committed by 
female prisoner functionaries remained limited to isolated incidents, which explains 
why no former women prisoner functionaries from the Neuengamme subcamps have 
had to face criminal charges. This contrasts markedly with the British military trials 
of the Neuengamme men’s subcamps, where 10 prisoner functionaries were tried and 
three were sentenced to death and executed.91 All the convicted men were German 
former prisoners and every one of the severe sentences was handed down to so-called 
criminal prisoners who had to wear green triangles. The testimonies also reveal that 
Polish, Belgian and Soviet male prisoner functionaries were incomparably more brutal 
than the female prisoner officials. The SS hierarchy may have played an important 
role for the German prisoner functionaries in combination with their own prejudices. 
When it comes to prisoner officials from other nations, however, historical animosi-
ties apparently played a larger role in determining who they were prepared to subject 
to violent treatment. Conditions in a number of subcamps were determined primarily 
by hostilities between the Poles and the French, between the Poles and the Russians, 
and violence by Poles and Russians against Jewish inmates.92

In addition to the higher degree of violence, a second factor played an important 
role in the higher mortality rate in the subcamps for men. The male prison popula-
tion was far more divided than female prison society. Most accounts from women 
survivors from the Neuengamme subcamps tell of various ways in which the women 
banded together to form small groups, usually called ‘camp families’. These groups 
consisted of four to 10 people.93 Their testimonies often contain family terms like 
‘mother’ or ‘sister’ even when the people in question were not relatives. By contrast, 
male prisoners paint a far more varied picture. Many former inmates said that they 
were loners who struggled more or less on their own. Another large group had a friend 
who helped them deal with the ordeal of the concentration camp. Others were part of 
a larger support group that was organized according to national or political criteria. 
Most of these descriptions contain terms like ‘friend’ or ‘(fellow suffering) comrades’ 
and seldom used family terminology. Hence, there is considerable evidence to support 
the notion that female inmates were more united and mutually supportive than most 
of their male counterparts, but this provisional conclusion should be subjected to 
further quantitative and qualitative research.94

In view of our present knowledge, it is possible to outline three main reasons 
why the Neuengamme subcamps for men had a significantly higher mortality rate 
than the subcamps for women: (1) The level of violence in the men’s subcamps was 
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dramatically higher; (2) the female inmates had a more mutually supportive social 
network than the male prisoners; and (3) there were more older detainees above the 
age of 40 among the male prisoners.

In conclusion, it would seem – particularly in the subcamps – that other factors 
need to be given more weight than accorded by a number of previous research efforts, 
which were based on the assumption that there remained an unchanged primacy in 
the ideology of the SS and that prisoners were consistently treated according to their 
nationality and criteria for incarceration. In fact, the subcamps were in many cases 
created under chaotic circumstances that appear to have led to a partial ‘erosion of 
the ideological construct’ (Jens-Christian Wagner).95 Moreover, the importance of 
Nazi ideology for the survival of the prisoners was superseded by a wide range of 
other factors, most notably, the type of forced labour performed and the gender of the 
prisoners in the Neuengamme subcamps.

IV. Conclusion

It should first be emphasized that the differences between the subcamps elaborated 
here were of a relatively minor nature. Large numbers of prisoners in Laagberg were 
already fatally weakened when the SS closed down the camp and began the death 
marches and death transports, and many of these individuals would have immedi-
ately died had they suddenly switched to a fatty and protein-rich diet, as did so many 
former inmates shortly after the liberation by Allied troops. Some readers might ask 
why these differences are studied. One reason is that these small differences were 
accorded a great deal of importance in the testimonies of many prisoners and, in 
some cases, meant the difference between life and death. A second reason is that this 
differentiation reveals that certain wide-ranging theses are untenable. For instance, 
this article has pointed to the areas in the main theses of Michael Zimmermann and 
Florian Freund that require partial revision or further development. However, certain 
sweeping sociological theses require considerably more extensive revisions. In partic-
ular, it is clear that concentration camps and, to an even greater degree, subcamps 
were not places where terror was continuously self-propagated, as Wolfgang Sofsky 
suggests.96 On the contrary, the violence was always connected with real places 
and actual practices that were influenced by a wide range of factors. The violence 
of the concentration camps was not a machine that, once set in motion, could not be 
stopped, but rather a development that was closely linked to phenomena in German 
society during the war.

Accordingly, one of the urgent tasks for future subcamp research is to draw 
generalizable conclusions about the specific importance of individual factors for the 
survival of the inmates. Many key issues have only received cursory attention or 
been resolved with regard to only a limited number of subcamps. For example, no 
comparison has been made between men’s and women’s subcamps, which would 
make it possible to draw comprehensive conclusions on the importance of gender-
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specific attributes and behaviours for the prisoners’ chances of survival. The study 
by Hans Ellger on the women’s subcamps of the Neuengamme concentration camp 
and the author’s own research (Section III) indicate that other forms of organization 
among the inmates and more limited use of violence by male guards played a role in 
the lower mortality rate among female prisoners.97 Not much research has been done 
on the question of whether the Jewish prisoners transferred to subcamps in the Reich 
territory from March 1944 were, as a rule, treated worse than all other inmates – as 
could be assumed according to the racist hierarchy of the prisoner groups established 
by the SS – or if the chances of survival of the Jewish prisoners, as well as the other 
detainees, depended on their gender and the type of work that they were assigned to 
perform. For instance, Jewish prisoners of both genders were deliberately selected 
for the extremely difficult conditions in the subcamps of the Mühldorf/Kaufering 
complex, whereas the female Jewish prisoners of the subcamps of the Neuengamme 
concentration camp received relatively better work details. Initial results with regard 
to the male Jewish prisoners in the subcamps of the Neuengamme concentration 
camp indicate that they tended to receive worse treatment and were more often 
beaten and brutalized than other male prisoners.98 Nevertheless, the most murderous 
subcamps of the Neuengamme concentration camp were not those with the largest 
Jewish prisoner population. The fact remains that the camps with the most brutal 
work details were established at a time when no Jewish prisoners had been deported 
to Neuengamme.

By the same token, little progress has been made on research into the personnel 
assigned to work in the subcamps. In contrast to the main camp, we have no compar-
ative study, not even at the level of camp commander. A study also needs to be 
conducted on the transfer practices between the various subcamps. In addition, prac-
tically no research has been done on the behaviour and origins of the camp guards 
from the SS and the Wehrmacht and other uniformed units. It should also be noted 
that the available sources of information for such studies are scant and this severely 
limits the prospects of achieving satisfactory results.

In order to conduct a broader, more general analysis of this period in history, in 
the future, top priority should be given to more closely integrating the history of the 
subcamps with the social fabric of Nazi terror in the final years of the war. It needs 
to be clarified, for example, to what extent the subcamps were linked to various local 
and regional institutions and anchored in social milieus. Furthermore, it is important 
to take a closer look at the interrelationships and connections among the different 
forced labour camp systems.99
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there are handwritten comments by shipyard owner Rudolf Blohm that indicate that he was 
present during the visit.
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